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SUPREME COURT OF NEW YORK

Index Number:

COUNTY OF NEW YORK

JORDAN

CHARITON

)
) Date: December 12,2017
)

Plaintijf
V.

)
)
T H E H U F F I N G TO N P O S T. C O M , I N C . )
)
and
)
JURY
)
O AT H ,
INC.
)
)

Defendants

COMPLAINT

TRIAL
DEMANDED

)

COMPLAINT

(Libel Per Se, General Defamation, Libel by Implication, and Negligent Injury to
Reputation)
PA RT I E S

1. Plaintiff Jordan Chariton is a person residing in New York Coxmty in New York
State.

2. Defendant TheHuffingtonPost.com, Inc. (hereinafter "HuffPost") is a corporate
entity headquartered at 770 Broadway, New York, NY 10003 - in the County of
New York in the State of New York. HuffPost has been owned by co-Defendant
Oath, Inc. (formerly AOL, Inc.) since February 2011.
3. Defendant Oath, Inc. (hereinafter "Oath) is a corporate entity headquartered at 770
Broadway, New York, NY 10003 - in the Coimty of New York in the State of New

York. Oath exercises substantial control over HuffPost with the entities sharing a
common location and General Counsel.
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JURISDICTION AND VENUE

4. This Court has personal jurisdiction over Defendants HuffPost and Oath pursuant
to CPLR 301 and 310 by reason of the fact they are corporate entities
headquartered in the state of New York, transact substantial business in the forum

state, and are registered with the New York State Division of Corporations to do
business.

5. This Court has subject matter jurisdiction because the amount in controversy
exceeds the sum of twenty-five thousand dollars ($25,000), exclusive of interest
and costs, a substantial part of the events giving rise to the claim arose in the

forum state (publication, editorial and locus of injury), and the causes of action are
under the laws or common law of the State of New York.

6. Venue is proper because a substantial part of the events giving rise to the claim
arose in this covmty and aU parties are residents of the County of New York m the
State of New York.
N AT U R E O F T H I S A C T I O N

7. Plaintiff seeks injimctive relief and monetary damages for defamation and Libel
Per Se.

8. Alternatively, Plaintiff seeks injunctive relief and monetary damages for General
Defamation and Libel.

9. Alternatively, Plaintiff seeks injunctive relief and monetary damages for
defamation and libel by implication.

10. Alternatively, Plaintiff seeks injimctive relief and monetary damages for Negligent
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Injury to Reputation.
11. In association with the causes of action enumerated in paragraphs 7-10,

Defendants caused actual and punitive damages - including continued and
aggravated harm to the Plaintiffs professional, business and personal reputation
and livelihood.
THE FACTS
Back^ound on Parties

12. Plaintiff is a 31-year-old award nominated former political journalist for TYT

Network who was the first reporter for TYT Politics bringing the channel from
2,000 subscribers to 140,000 subscribers making it the fastest growing charmel in
the TYT Network's 15-year history. Before working at TYT, Mr. Chariton was a
reporter for TheWrap and TV Newser after working for years in booking and
producing for FoxNews and MSNBC.
13. Oath (formerly AOL, Inc.), a subsidiary of Verizon, Inc., is the owner of HuffPost

whose business model is predicated on bequeathing people with the title of
nobility "HuffPost Contributor" after an approval process, indexing libelous
hoaxes on Google and Google News to expand their reach and to declare these

hoaxes as journalism, tossing advertising all over those libelous hoaxes for money,
and then claiming inaccurately that even though they have destroyed a person's
life by endorsing, pushing and fundamentally altering the nature of a hoax
publication that they are immune from libel lawsuits imder Section 230 of the

Communication Decency Act despite the fact they are not third-parties but active
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participants and co-conspirators in the libelous speech because the stories only get
indexed Google and Google News after an editorial process.
14. Oath exercises substantial command and control over HuffPost calling it a brand
rather than a subsidiary, listing employment opportunities for HuffPost as
positions with Oath, "© 2017 Oath, Inc." is listed at the bottom of all HuffPost

pages, and the General Cotmsel for Oath, Inc. responds on behalf of HuffPost for
retraction and legal requests.
Review of Toumalistic Malfeasance in the Article in Question
15. On November 16,2017 at 8:57PM EDT, a piece by HuffPost Contributor Christian

Chiakulas was published titled, "Jordan Chariton Accused by Former Employees
of Sexual Abuse, Harassment" (hereinafter the "Chiakulas Article") alleging that
the progressive journalist had sexually assaulted multiple women. Mr. Chariton
did not sexually assault any women.
16. Mr. Chiakulas did not disclose that the publication of the piece and its contents

were plotted by Carly Hammond, Zee Cohen and other joint tortfeasors in a
Facebook discussion group with the aim of defaming Mr. Chariton and getting
h i m fi r e d .

17. Mr. Chiakulas did not question two witnesses in the room, Ty Bayliss and Chelsea
Lyons, who later corroborated Mr. Chariton's assertion that he did not rape Miss
Hammond.

18. Mr. Chiakulas did not disclose a conflict of interest between accuser Carly
Hammond and Jordan Chariton - Carly Hammond and Zee Cohen planned on
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starting a competitor news outlet to Chariton's Truth Against the Machine called
Staunch.

19. The Chiakulas article did not make note of the fact that Carly Hammond's
prospective business partner Zee Cohen had written to Jordan Chariton that "[I]
knew she made it up" but that Zee continued to help spread the claim that Mr.
Chariton had raped Miss Hammond because "I was mad that u fired me"(sic). Zee
Cohen was also a participant in a Facebook chat where the publication of this hoax
and its contents were plotted.
20. Mr. Chiakulas did not disclose that he was not a neutral reporter - he had personal

grievances with Mr. Chariton evidenced by him asking Carly Hammond whether
he should stay at Truth Against the Machine to "expose" what he called the
entity's "shady business practices."

21. Mr. Chiakulas did not disclose that he was not a neutral reporter having said
before publishing regarding Mr. Chariton, "Ok, we're bringing this motherfucker
down" and "let's add him to the list including Weinstein" and "we don't just want
to do damage, we want to finish it," and "Lets. Bum. This. Shit. To. The. Grotmd."
22. Mr. Chiakulas did not disclose that he was not a neutral reporter having coached
one co-conspirator in the Facebook group who had a non-sexual harassment story
to change her narrative "because, we don't want this to be a 'Jordan Chariton is

terrible' story, we want it to be a 'Jordan Chariton is a sexual predator story.'"
23. Mr. Chiakulas did not disclose that he was not a neutral reporter having been a
co-conspirator in illegal activity, in the Facebook group, with the primary subject
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of his story Carly Hammond. Miss Hammond talked openly about hacking Mr.
Chariton, confirmed to the group the password for all his accounts is "JewCrew9"
and told one co-conspirator in the group "shut down Jordan's site until you get
what you want."

24. The Chiakvilas article did not make note of the fact that the morning after the
alleged incident in question regarding Carly Hammond, Miss Hammond texted
Jordan Chariton to say, "Thanks for sacrificing sleep last night to talk to me. I
really appreciate it."
25. Mr. Chiakulas claimed that two weeks after the alleged incident involving Carly

Hammond, that "[a]t Chariton's suggestion, Hammond spent her own money to
fly to New York to work with Chariton on more reporting." This is false.

26. Contrary to the Chiakulas article's claim referenced in the preceding paragraph,
Mr. Chariton wrote to Miss Hammond that he did not want her "ending her

marriage and hopping on a plane to me while you're still torn up and have
feelings for him/guilt. We'd be doomed from the start (and I also care about you
and want what's right for you). If you choose to end things, I can't factor into that
decision" and "I DO NOT want to be someone's rebound who is going through
emotional torment and doesn't know if she is even interested in me" and "I don't

want to be a negative impact on your marriage/relationship."
27. Despite Mr. Chariton's warnings to Miss Hammond to not throw away her
marriage by flying to New York to be with him. Miss Hammond decided to
immediately break off her marriage and flew across the coimtry to be with Mr.
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Chariton. Miss Hammond would later admit to having consensual sex repeatedly
with Mr. Chariton over the course of a week in New York before having second
thoughts about her marriage.

28. The Chiakulas article did not state that Carly Hammond's husband told her when
she returned to Michigan - after initially breaking off her marriage with said
husband, flying across the country to be with Mr. Chariton and having consensual
sex repeatedly with Mr. Chariton over the course of a week in New York before

having second thoughts about her marriage - that Mr. Chariton must have
"raped" her despite her stating that she previously believed that she consented to
the acts of the night in question.
Review ofUbelous Statements in the Article in Question
29. In the Chiakulas article, the title suggests that multiple women accused Mr.
Chariton of sexual assault. Mr. Chiakulas would later tell ShadowProof in a

November 22,2017 article that there were "six accusers" but that he didn't know

their name or their identity. In a December 5,2017 interview with YouTube

personality H.A. Goodman he stated that Carly Hammond was the only accuser.
30. In the Chiakulas article, it states affirmatively that Mr. Chariton "raped her" (Miss
Hammond). Mr. Chariton did not rape Miss Hammond.
31. In the Chiakulas article, it is stated that Carly Hammond, Jordan Chariton, and

the two witnesses Ty Bayliss and Chelsea Lyons were "wasted" - implying a lack
of ability to consent to sexual intercourse - but Miss Hammond said in an
interview with YouTube personality Tim Black on November 20,2017 that Jordan,
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Ty and Chelsea weren't drunk at the 51:30 to 51:45 time mark.

32. In the Chiakulas article, Hammond states that "Ty [Bayliss] got in [to the hot tub]
later with more alcohol, which we all consumed" - implying a lack of ability to
consent to sexual intercourse - but in the interview with Tim Black she stated at

the 58:35 time mark that Mr. Chariton was already asleep at the time Ty Bayliss
allegedly returned with more alcohol and got into the hot tub.
33. In the Chiakulas article, it is stated affirmatively that Miss Hammond resisted and
kicked Mr. Chariton during the performance of oral intercourse. In the interview
with Tim Black, Miss Hammond alleges she reached her leg all the way back and

kicked him in the face. This is false as a kick with full torque would cause facial
injury or bruising. Mr. Chariton's face was neither injured nor bruised the
following day.
34. In the Chiakulas article, it is stated that an "eerily similar" event occurred between

Mr. Chariton and Taralei Griffin implying that Mr. Chariton is a "sexual
predator," but the details are literally that Mr. Chariton was peacefully sleeping
and an individual got drunk and cuddled next to him without his consent until
Mr. Chariton's friend deemed this inappropriate and tried to get her to stand up

and get out of the bed. Mr. Chariton never even woke up, by Chiakulas' own
reporting, during this "eerily similar" event.
35. In the Chiakulas article it is stated, "Other women who had relationships with

Chariton in the past corroborated his behavior and told of further sexual abuse"
despite him stating in the Facebook group chat right before publication, "I don't
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think we're going to find anyone else (sad face emoticon)" and telling H.A.
Goodman on December 5,2017 that Carly Hammond was the only accuser.
36. In addition to the false libelous affirmative statements and implications in
paragraphs 29-35, the Chiakulas piece as a whole was written so as not to be a

"Jordan Chariton is terrible" piece but rather a "Jordan Chariton is a sexual
predator" piece consistent with Christian Chiakulas' premeditated statement of
intent to defame leaving the reader to falsely believe that: (a) there was a credible
rape allegation (there was not); (b) that there were multiple accusers (there was

not); and (c) that the author was a neutral journalist (he was actually a smear
merchant with a personal grievance).
Defendants Were Not Third-Parties. But Active Participants/Co-Conspirators in the Libel
37. HuffPost Contributor articles do not get indexed and show up in Google Search
engines imtil an editor at HuffPost "approves it" and decides to "promote" it. The
article in question was indexed to Google not once, not twice, but three times over
- on Google's regular page, on Google's mobile site, and on Google's news - after
the promoting editor took overt acts to enter each listing on Google.
38. Huffington Post also has a registration and approval process to be deemed a
"HuffPost Contributor." Not all registrations to become a HuffPost Contributor
are approved. In fact, one cannot go online right now and become a HuffPost
contributor. This establishes that being a branded "HuffPost Contributor" is a
selective process.

39. Christian Chiakulas continues to represent himself as a writer for Huffington Post
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even linking to the outlet's accovmt on his Twitter byline.
40. HuffPost removed the story one day after publication but refused to issue a
retraction.

41. On November 20,2017, a retraction request was issued to the HuffPost calling for

them to publish a full retraction and to delist its Google indexing of the story they had the power to index to Google so they had the power to remove its
indexing.
42. On November 21,2017, General Covmsel for Oath Jeff Grossman responded on
behalf of HuffPost declining the requests, as referenced in the preceding

paragraph, for the publication of retraction and to remove the Google indexing
from the Chiakulas article.

43. For two weeks after publication, the top result when you searched the name
"Jordan Chariton" was "Jordan Chariton Accused by Former Employees of Sexual
Abuse, Harassment" and a second link with an image of him in the header "Top

Stories for Jordan Chariton" carrying the story title with "Huffington Post"
emblazoned below it.

Facts Attesting tp ^cpnomk Ham
44. At 8:00PM on November 17,2017 - less than 24 hours after the publication of Mr.

Chiakulas' piece - Mr. Chariton received a letter from Matt Atchity informing him
that his emplo)mient with TYT Network was terminated effective immediately

and that he had xmtil 9:00PM (only one hour later) EDT to decide whether it
would be framed as a resignation or a firing.
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45. Mr. Chariton was an award nominated journalist with over a decade of experience

in the news industry still many years away from his highest earning potential and
received a salary of $80,000 per year prior to his firing.
46. On December 1,2016, TYT executives and two consultants (Pennington and Exley)
discussed a plan to raise $2 million off of the name and likeness of Mr. Chariton.

The project raised over $2 million by May 18,2017 and featured Cenk Uygur
making on air appeals for the crowdfimding effort, "get me five more Jordan
Charitons" and "get me ten more Jordan Charitons." Mr. Chariton was not present
in this meeting.

47. The founder and CEO of TYT in a public statement six days after publication of
the Chiakulas article stated that Mr. Chariton was fired "to protect the people who
work here" effectively labeling Jordan Chariton a safety concern evidence that this
incident has rendered him unemployable in the future.
C O U N T I

Libel Per Se, General Defamation, Libel by Implication
48. Plaintiff incorporates by reference all paragraphs as if fully set forth and repeated
here.

49. Defendants with joint tortfeasors presented Mr. Chartion as a rapist and sexual
predator with multiple sexual assault accusations against him - these accusations
were false.

50. Defendants presented these accusations as "news" providing viewers with the
appearance that these (false) findings were the result of a proper and neutral
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journalistic process giving false credence to libelous assertions and fundamentally
altering the nature of the original publication.
51. Defendants published and promoted defamatory statements without Mr.
Chariton's consent and without reaching out to him or the two witnesses for
comment.

52. The (false) affirmative statements that Plaintiff had committed "rape" and that

there were multiple accusations of sexual assault, or at minimum the implication
that there were multiple such accusations, against him were of such a serious
nature that it should have heightened Defendants due diligence in confirming the
veracity of the claims before "promoting" it and making it a top search item listed
as "news." Defendants failed to exercise reasonable care in their editorial process

by fundamentally altering the nature of the publication by labeling it journalism,
stamping their name behind it, and promoting it to millions of people across the
world.

53. Defendants acted with malice in refusing to remove the Google indexing of this

article - something within their control after they first indexed this piece three
times over on Google's mobile site, its mam page, and it's news search - such that
for two weeks one could not search Mr. Chariton's name without being

bombarded in both the top news bar and the first link with these false and
severely libelous allegations.
54. Defendants' acts and omissions, as set forth in this pleading, proximately caused

injury to Mr. Chariton's personal and professional reputation. Specifically, Mr.
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Chariton has suffered in the following manner:

a. Damage to his personal and professional reputation in the US and worldwide;
b. Damage to his business opportunities in the US and worldwide;
c. A false implication and innuendo attached to his name, one won on being a

leading voice for justice in Flint and Standing Rock, that he is a rapist, sexual
predator, criminal and/or xmsafe to employ and have around others.
d. Being subjected to unwanted media attention and online harassment.
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff respectfully requests that this Court enter judgment in favor

of Plaintiff Jordan Chariton and against Defendants, issue injimctive relief including
that HuffPost issue a retraction, monetary relief for damages in the amotmt of at least

$3.5 million or as determined at trial, monetary relief for punitive damages in the
amoxmt of at least $20 million or as determined at trial, prejudgment interest, and grant
such other relief that the Court deems appropriate.

COUNT

IT

Negligent Injury to Reputation

55. Plaintiff incorporates by reference all above paragraphs as if fully set forth and
repeated here.
56. Defendants waived Section 230 immunity and undertook a duty to aid Jordan
Chariton by removing the libelous story "Jordan Chariton Accused by Former
Employees of Sexual Abuse, Harassment" one day after publication.
57. Defendants breached their duty to Mr. Chariton, referenced in the preceding
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paragraph by refusing to remove the libelous Google indexing, three links
"promoting" these false accusations that were within their control both to post
and to remove.

58. The refusal to remove or delist the libelous story from Google indexing
proximately caused grievous harm to Mr. Chariton's reputation and livelihood
where the top two items when you searched his name for two weeks were (a) an
image of him in the news bar with the libelous headline "Jordan Chariton Accused

by Former Employees of Sexual Abuse, Harassment" and (b) the same libelous
headline with the first paragraph of the removed article. "Huffington Post" was
emblazoned below the news link.

59. Mr. Chariton has suffered the following harm proximately caused by Defendants:

a. Damage to his personal and professional reputation in the US and worldwide;
b. Damage to his business opportunities in the US and worldwide;
c. A false implication and innuendo attached to his name, one won on being a
leading voice on the Flint and Standing Rock crises, that he is a rapist, sexual
predator, criminal and/or imsafe to employ and have aroimd others.

d. Being subjected to unwanted media attention and online harassment.
60. Defendants refused to remove this indexing with either malice to cause or reckless
disregard for the further harm to Mr. Chariton.
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff respectfully requests that this Court enter judgment in favor
of Plaintiff Jordan Chariton and against Defendants, issue injunctive relief including

that HuffPost issue a retraction, monetary relief for damages in the amoimt of at least
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$3.5 million or as determined at trial, monetary relief for punitive damages in the
amount of at least $100 million or as determined at trial, prejudgment interest, and
grant such other relief that the Court deems appropriate.

P R AY E R F O R R E L I E F

1. For monetary relief in the amoimt of at least $3.5 million for damage to Jordan
Chariton's personal and professional reputation, business opportunities, and
livelihood, or in an amoxmt to be determined at trial.

2. For monetary relief in the amount of at least $20 million, or in an amoimt to be

determined at trial, for punitive damages in light of the egregious, reckless,
malicious and unwarranted nature of the false libelous claims about Jordan

Chariton - a hoax falsely adorned in the clothing of journalism - designed to
embarrass, harass, destroy and forever silence Mr. Chariton.
3. For injunctive relief in the form of the publication of a full retraction.

4. For prejudgment interests as allowed by law.
5. For costs of suit incurred herein

6. For prejudgment interest as allowed by law.
7. For costs of suit incurred herein.

For such other and further relief as this court deems just and proper.
TURY

DEMAND

Plaintiff demands a trial by jury on each and every one of his claims as the jurisdictional
amount in controversy has been met in each.
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Respectfully Submitted,
Jordan Chariton

By Counsel

Alexander Hawgood^sq.
Hawgood, Hawgood & Moran LLC
244 Fifth Avenue, Suite 2268
New York, NY 10001

Telephone: (301) 439-0394
Email: alex.hawgood@hawgood.cc

,(y\

William Moran U, Esq.
(Pro hac vice admission to be sought)
Hawgood, Hawgood & Moran LLC
10015 Old Columbia Rd. Suite B215

Columbia, Maryland 21046
Telephone: (208)242-8413
Email: mor9nmedi9l9w@gmail.com
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Index Number:

SUPREME COURT OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF NEW YORK

JORDAN CHARITON

Plaintiff

S U M M O N S

T H E H U F F I N G T O N P O S T. C O M , I N C .

O AT H , I N C .

Defendants

To the above named Defendants:

YOU ARE HEREBY SUMMONED to answer the complaint of the plaintiff herein
and to serve a copy of your answer on the plaintiff at the address indicated below

within 20 days after the service of this Summons (not counting the day of service itself),
or within 30 days after service is complete if the Summons is not delivered personally to
you within the State of New York.
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED THAT should you fail to answer, a judgment will be

entered against you by default for the relief demanded in the complaint.
VENUE is appropriate because both Defendants - TheHuffingtonPost.com, Inc. and
Oath, Inc. are residents of the county, registered with the New York State Division of
Corporations, and are headquartered at 770 Broadway, New York, NY 10003.
Dated: December 13,2017.
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Respectfully Submitted,
Jordan Chariton

By Counsel

Alexander Hawgood^sq.
Hawgood, Hawgood & Moran LLC
244 Fifth Avenue, Suite 2268
New York, NY 10001

Telephone: (301) 439-0394
Email: alex.hawgood@hawgood.cc

,(y\

William Moran U, Esq.
(Pro hac vice admission to be sought)
Hawgood, Hawgood & Moran LLC
10015 Old Columbia Rd. Suite B215

Columbia, Maryland 21046
Telephone: (208)242-8413
Email: mor9nmedi9l9w@gmail.com
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Index Number:

SUPREME COURT OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF NEW YORK

JORDAN CHARITON

Plaintiff

S U M M O N S

T H E H U F F I N G T O N P O S T. C O M , I N C .

O AT H , I N C .

Defendants

To the above named Defendants:

YOU ARE HEREBY SUMMONED to answer the complaint of the plaintiff herein
and to serve a copy of your answer on the plaintiff at the address indicated below

within 20 days after the service of this Summons (not counting the day of service itself),
or within 30 days after service is complete if the Summons is not delivered personally to
you within the State of New York.
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED THAT should you fail to answer, a judgment will be

entered against you by default for the relief demanded in the complaint.
VENUE is appropriate because both Defendants - TheHuffingtonPost.com, Inc. and
Oath, Inc. are residents of the county, registered with the New York State Division of
Corporations, and are headquartered at 770 Broadway, New York, NY 10003.
Dated: December 13,2017.
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Respectfully Submitted,
Jordan Chariton

By Counsel

Alexander HawgoodyEsq.

Hawgood, Hawgood & Moran LLC
244 Fifth Avenue, Suite 2268
New York, NY 10001

Telephone: (301) 439-0394
Emad: alex.hawgood@hawgood.cc

WiUiam Moran H, Esq.
(Pro hac vice admission to be sought)

Hawgood, Hawgood & Moran LLC
10015 Old Columbia Rd. Suite B215

Columbia, Maryland 21046
Telephone: (208)242-8413
Email: moranmedialaw@gmail.com
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